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From the Editor

W

elcome to another
edition of One Foot
Between the Rails. After the
upheavals of 2020, life
seems to be at last heading
slowly
in
the
right
direction. The railway has
been running with more of
an air of normality than last year and
we have been pleased to welcome lots of
visitors to Fairbourne. Indeed, the theme of
this edition of OFBTR is visitors. We feature
the visiting engines at our gala in May and
there is a retrospective look at the various
visiting locos we have seen here over the
years. One of this year’s visitors, the original
GWRIL, likes it so much he is staying with us
along with three of his coaches, and already

PUBLICITY OFFICER

S

o far, it has been an improvement on
last year on the publicity front. All ten
shows booked last year were cancelled, but
this year, so far, we have seen the
Roadshow out and about on five occasions.
Three days at our own gala in May was
followed by another three days, this time
at Barmouth Ferry, over the August Bank
Holiday weekend. The stand has also been

The FRPS Roadshow at Statfold

thoughts have turned to next year’s gala and
what guest locos might be available. Our
regular From the Archives piece looks at a
rather singular visiting loco from our fifteen
inches gauge days, but it is yet a different
gauge again. Our guest writer in this issue
is author and photographer Jonathan James,
looking back on his visits to Fairbourne and
checking in on a Fairbourne loco that has
travelled further than most. Jonathan, of
course, was very supportive during last year’s
lockdowns when he donated money from the
sales of one of his books to the railway. As
I said at the beginning and is apparent from
quotes our passengers have left on internet
review pages, we welcome visitors here at
Fairbourne. So,I leave you with the words
of Bram Stoker, believe it or not, “Welcome
to my house. Come freely. Go safely; and
leave something of the happiness you bring.”

to galas at Chester’s Grosvenor Park
Miniature Railway, Peterborough and, more
recently, at Statfold Barn. Sadly, our
biggest event of the year at the NEC for the
Warley Exhibition has once again fallen
victim to cancellation. Again, we are pitch
sponsors at Chester FC in the Vanarama
North League at no cost to the society. We
have kept the railway in the public eye in
print in various magazines and are
fortunate in having Andrew Charman
as an ambassador for us in the press.
If you spot us out at a show, please
do come and say hello and, hopefully,
buy some of our merchandise. Linda
has produced a range of goods from
masks and bookmarks to bags and
cushion covers. We have Christmas
cards and new postcards of Tony to
mark the big diesel’s 60th anniversary.
Lots of ideas for Christmas presents
there!
Graham Billington
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M

MEMBERSHIP
SECRETARY

y second membership report for OTBTR
and a very positive one it is too.
I would like to start by thanking those who
renewed their
membership so
promptly and
the very many
of you who
included
a
donation with
your renewal.
The latter
is hugely appreciated, as a significant
amount of FRPS funds are ploughed back into
the railway in the form of special projects.
We also appreciate the generosity of the
many FRPS members who gave towards the
Yeo appeal. The speed at which the money
was raised, enabled the locomotive to enter
service in time for the all-important summer
holiday peak service.
In my last report, I mentioned dog
membership cards. Well – since then, Ian has
produced and had printed an attractive card
which is sent to the owners of all paid up
dogs.
Membership
renewals
and
new
memberships have held up well this year; we

CHAIRMAN

A

t the beginning of the season we had the
very worrying news that Yeo’s wheelsets
needed urgent replacement with an estimated
cost of £10,000-£15,000. Immediately the
Railway launched a “Yeo Wheelset Appeal”
and donations started to roll in.
The Committee decided to donate the
£3,000 profit from Linda’s facemasks. We then
decided to appeal to Society Members in a
postal appeal; this wasn’t an easy decision as
Members had been very generous with
donations with their membership fees. But
Society Members were even more generous,
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have exceeded the
position we were in this
time last year, so much
so that Ian is in danger
of running out of
membership cards!
We extend a warm welcome to those who
have joined the FRPS and hope you will enjoy
your association with the Society and the
Railway.
For those who like their data, here is a
current breakdown of our membership totals:

Remember that a valid membership card
entitles you to unlimited free travel on most
services; just present your card to the person
issuing tickets in order to ensure that you
receive a zero - rated ticket.
On a personal note, I would like to say
how much I enjoyed the gala at the end of
May. Despite the Covid restrictions in place
at the time, it was an extremely successful
event, and it was good to be able to put some
names to faces!
Hopefully, I shall be able to meet a few more
of you in the near future.

with a £1,000 donated in the first week and
another £3,000+ followed very quickly
afterwards. This was sufficient money for the
Railway to commission a contractor and work
to begin. The Committee and Railway would
like to sincerely thank every Member who
donated, this really did make a difference.
As they say….in other news, congratulations
to Graham and Jackie Billington who
Celebrated 50 years of marriage in July. I
would like to thank Linda for making all goods
sold on her stall at the Gala and August Bank
Holiday, also all Members who helped in some
way at the Gala. As ever a special thanks to
Graham for all his work with the FRPS/Railway
roadshow.

i n Us
Come and Jo
It is an area where we
currently have vacancies
for volunteers. One of our
experienced guards once
told me that everyone wants
to be an engine driver but
they never consider being a
guard. Well, why not? It is
a responsible job, but also a
very rewarding one. You have
responsibilities regarding the safety of the
train and the passengers, but it is also a
very useful way to help the railway and you
get to meet a lot of interesting people. As
a guard you are the face of the railway to
the travelling public and a source of

information about the railway and the
surrounding area. Well, who else would
you ask for the location of the toilets or
where you can get lunch, chips, a pint or
park your car? What can we
offer you for taking on this
role?
First, there is the
satisfaction of feeling part of
the team that makes the
experience of riding on our
railway safe and enjoyable
for our passengers. There is
also all the tea you can drink
and, don’t worry about lack
of experience. Full training will, of
course, be provided and guidance until you
feel comfortable and competent enough to
settle into the role. So, why not give it a
try – just get in touch with any of the team
at the railway and we’ll look forward to
welcoming you on board.
Are you involved with
railway organisations?

MEET THE TEAM

any

other

Jan Mobley
What is your role at the railway?

Apart from the Fairbourne, which is
your favourite railway?
What are your tastes in music?
Favourite film?

How long have you been involved here
at Fairbourne?
How did you first get involved?

Which

is

your

favourite

loco

Which football
team do you
support?

here?
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Management
Report
.

W

ith just a handful of operating days
left until the end of the 2021
season, I have to say
that despite the late
start with February
Half Term & Easter
lost
to
Covid
restrictions, it has
been
a
highly
successful year for
the
Fairbourne
Railway.
Once we got
running, we didn’t
look back. The temporary arrangement
with the Museum serving as a Ticket
Office worked well. Especially in the early
days of reopening when quite a few
weren’t vaccinated and folk were still
getting used to being out and about
again, the strict one-way system in
operation and the easy social distancing
it gave, provided reassurance to our
visitors. I think we have also benefitted
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from our policy of no advanced bookings.
Many of the other railways operated on
advanced bookings only, but we have
maintained our flexible and relaxed
atmosphere. With passengers able to
start their trips from Barmouth Ferry
again, it was almost like normal. Only the
enhanced cleaning routines, and the few
compartments out of use, gave away the
unusual year we have experienced.
Trains were full at times. Very full!
With a Peak Service of two nine carriage
trains, and some trains strengthened to
10 carriages it was certainly hectic. By

the time we reach the end of October,
we will have carried 22,500 passengers.
Another record number for modern
times. We even managed a Gala in May.
It wasn’t quite on the scale of
previous Galas, but we were
pretty much the first narrow
gauge railway to hold one and
benefitted from that.
We are intending on another
busy winter of improvements,
most of which to be honest the
visitors will never notice!
Contractors are due to replace the
staff toilets at the rear of the
workshop, including provision of
a separate toilet for ‘clean’ staff.
Meanwhile, the first job as soon

as trains stop running, will be the
replacement of another good length of
the tunnel roof. We will be fencing the
whole area off, but if you are in the
village in the run up to Christmas be
aware that this is a worksite.
Once that is finished, we will be
carrying out another length of track
renewal. This time working towards the

work we have on order another 360
metres of brand-new rail along with
fishplates, spikes and sleepers. Much
work is also planned on the locos and
carriages, but I’m sure Harry will report
on this elsewhere in this issue.
Sooo, ever hopeful, we are fully
planning on an even better 2022. We are
intending to reopen the station Tearooms
at Fairbourne. The timetable is
written. And Gala planning is
underway, with visiting attractions
and locos booked (not telling you
yet!). And for all of you who have
waited so long, 2022 looks like the
year when work starts in earnest on
returning Beddgelert to steam, so get
your loose change out……

Point from the ‘Horse Crossing’. For this
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Workshop News

M

y last report ended with Sherpa in
many pieces and the carriage fleet
partially serviced, thanks to the dedication
and hard work of a group of local
volunteers (you know who you are, thank
you!) we managed to get Sherpa back into
one piece, tested and ready to pull trains
for the gala. We also managed to service
18 of the coaches before the gala, this
involved lifting each coach from its bogies,
inspecting the bogies and wheels,
renewing bearings and turning tyres as
required before putting the bogies back
under, again thanks to 2 volunteers in
particular this tedious work was completed
in time for the start of the season.
The early part of the season went
optimistically well and I found enough
time to start work on Tony, looking into
some of the issues it has had and trying to
plan a path ahead to get it ready to run in
service in its 60th year. Unfortunately, that
wasn't to be as we had a series of failures
that required significant amounts of my
time to sort out, the first being Yeo's
crankpin falling out in service, which on
later inspection led to the discovery of
cracks in all of the driving axle welds and
spider cracking on the wheel centres.
Thanks to the generosity of the many
supporters of the appeal we managed to
get our contractor, Denver Light Railway
88

Ltd to machine new wheels, axles, cranks,
crank pins, crank pin caps, axlebox
bronzes and side control bronze rubbing
faces. These were delivered to the railway
on Thursday the 19th August and after a
frenetic few days it ran its first passenger
service since the crankpin failure on the
24th August.
I have also dealt with two bearings
failing on the rear bogie of Russel and a
crank coming loose on Sherpa which has
led to us taking the decision to put new
axles onto Sherpa over the winter. All of
this meant that the proposed work on
Tony wasn't really started until the late
summer, since then however a new
braking system has been designed and
fitted, a new change end system put in
place along with completing the re-wire
with a few modifications including adding

An old coach receiving attention
engine room lights and cab lights,
simplifying and sorting out the pneumatic
system and servicing the drive line, it
finally moved under its own power on the
14/10/21, which did show up a few more
things that need sorting as well as all the
finishing off that needs doing!
As you will see elsewhere the Beddgelert
appeal is being re-launched, this is with
the intention of rebuilding the loco and
having it in traffic before Yeo's boiler ticket

runs out in a couple of years, this will then
allow a rolling program of 10 year

Yeo’s old & new wheelsets
overhauls on the locos to be carried out
over 2 years, rather than the 4 months
that I had to do Sherpa in! The saddle tank
has already gone away to a contractor to
have a new stainless tank made and now
that Tony is nearly done, the boiler will be
removed from the chassis for a proper
examination and an assessment of what is
required on the bottom end.

Yeo on a test run

O

ver the spring and summer I have had
various volunteers come and help with the
non-operational side of the railway and the work
that they have done has made a huge difference to the appearance of the
railway, from re-painting all the woodwork at Fairbourne station to re-building some
of the benches for Barmouth Ferry station with recycled plastic tops and numerous
other jobs. Myself and Ian Goodman have decided to formalise the way some of this
work is done to allow more of it to happen, basically to make sure that there is the
equipment and support in place to allow jobs to be done. To this end if anybody would
like to assist with any of the jobs below, or suggest any other jobs that need doing,
please email Ian at
and we will arrange for the work to be
done.

r Help
An Appeal fo

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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Fairbourne Railway
Memories by Jonathan
James

G

rowing up, family holidays tended to
be taken not far from home at Camber
Sands in east Sussex, which provided an
early introduction to the Romney, Hythe
and Dymchurch Railway. However, I
always longed to visit Wales and the
various

Count Louis with Elaine (Russell) and David
Curwen (Beddgelert) to the left August
1985

railways that I had read about in
books and magazines.
In August 1985, aged 14, my family
decided to rent a property at New Quay in
Wales. The car journey from Surrey
seemed to take forever, but we had the
Eurythmics to keep us company on the car
radio.
During our two week holiday we visited
the Talyllyn Railway, Vale of Rheidol
Railway,
Ffestiniog

Railway, Snowdon Mountain Railway,
Betws-y-Coed Railway Museum and the
Welsh Highland Railway. By the second
week my two sisters had started to
complain about the number of railway
visits, but I managed to persuade my
family to endure one last trip to the
Fairb
Yeo on 4 June 2012

ourne Railway.
My camera was very basic, but I
managed to take a few snaps during the
journey and inside the sheds at
Fairbourne. The journey was much shorter
than the other railways, but perhaps
because it reminded me of the Romney,
Hythe and Dymchurch Railway, I enjoyed
it the most. Our train was hauled by No.362
‘Sydney’, which somehow seemed out
of place in

Sherpa on 4 June 2012

Sydney at the Point August 1985
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Wales. There and
then I promised to return one day, not
realising that it would be more than 25years later.

My next visit to Fairbourne was in June
2012, this time aged 41, when I was
armed with a much better camera. In
some ways the railway was no different to
how I remembered it, but in other ways it
was very different, with a narrower track
gauge and a different fleet of locomotives.
I can’t remember the details, but I was
there for a gala weekend, so there were a
number of locomotives in steam including
Yeo, Sherpa and Russell. Gwril was stabled
alongside the station at Fairbourne and
there were a number of other miniature
locomotives in operation at both ends of
the line.
I had a great day at Fairbourne and
promised to return again, hopefully not
waiting a quarter of a century this time. I
haven’t made it back to Fairbourne yet, but
I have closely followed developments at
the railway.
In November 2018, I was lucky enough
to spend two weeks with Japanese
Railways. During my weekend off, I
decided to visit the Shuzenji Romney

Ernest W Twining in Japan 10
November 2018

Railway
and
discovered the former Fairbourne loco
Ernest W Twining languishing in the sheds
at Shuzenji.
Then in 2020, I produced a book for
Mainline and Maritime Publishers called
‘Lost Miniature Railways’ with £4 from
every copy sold being donated to the
Fairbourne Railway to help them through
the pandemic. Hopefully my next visit to
Fairbourne won’t be too far off, depending
on travel restrictions.

If you would like a copy of Jonathan’s book
(with £4 from every copy sold being donated
to the Fairbourne Railway)

Visit: www.mainlineandmaritime.co.uk
Calling All Local Gardeners
If you have visited the Fairbourne Railway this year
you will not have helped but notice the magnificent
flower displays around the station. But to maintain
these displays, a lot of time and effort has to go in
on a regular basis. From daily watering to planting
and weeding, it all takes time and at the moment
we only have one person doing everything. If you
live locally with an interest in gardening and would
like to help out, please get in touch by email:
11
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VISITORS

A

t our May Gala, we had no fewer
than five visiting engines, but over
the years,

how many visitors have
we had? Although in fifteen inches gauge
days Fairbourne locos visited the likes of
the Ravenglass & Eskdale and the Romney, Hythe & Dymchurch, no visiting locos
made the reciprocal journey to this corner
of Wales. Strangely, things began to
change after the railway changed
gauge despite the fact that 12 ¼
inches gauge railways are not that
common. In 1995, DENZIL and EXMOOR visited from the Exmoor Steam
Railway. The visits continued with the
Ashorne Hall Railway loco ASHORNE
which visited us in both 1996 and
1997. There was, then, a lull until TJ
THURSTON arrived, initially on loan for
a gala in 2004. Added for a while to the
Fairbourne fleet, it never entered regular service and departed for pastures
new in 2008.
The real turning point came with
the introduction of the dual gauge track in
2013, which opened up the possibilities to
15 inches gauge locos visiting Fairbourne.
We welcomed back KATIE and GWRIL in
that year. Over the next few years we saw
the return of more old favourites in the
14

shape of SIAN, WHIPPIT QUICK, PRINCE
EDWARD OF WALES, RACHEL, COUNT
LOUIS and the Heywood KATIE. In addition to these we were able to host
locos that were appearing at Fairbourne for the first time. On the 15
inches gauge, the year 2014 saw the
arrival of SOONY. This was a replica
Baldwin 0-4-0 built by Joe Nemeth
Engineering and privately owned,
although usually based at Perrygrove. The following year, 2015,
saw two first time visitors. We had
our first guest loco from the Rhyl
Miniature Railway, when the Cagney arrived. Believed to have been
built around 1910 in the Cagney
Brothers New Jersey works, the diminutive
4-4-0, number 44, worked in the United
States for decades and had a brief moment of fame when photographed alongside striptease artiste Gypsy Rose Lee.
Arriving in Britain in 1993, it has been
resident in Rhyl since 2003.

The other guest
that year was MOUNTAINEER, an 0-4-0T
built in 1970 in Holland by Wilhelm van der
Heiden, working in the Netherlands until
shipped to Tasmania in 1985 to work on
the Bushmills Miniature Railway. In 2006,
the loco returned to the UK and Cleethorpes. 2015 saw MOUNTAINEER sold to

the Windmill Farm Railway. MOUNTAINEER has returned to Fairbourne twice
more in 2017 and 2019. Both of these
locos came back for this year’s gala, of
course.
Another 15 inches gauge loco arrived for a visit for the 2018 gala,
when ST. EGWIN was our guest.
The 0-4-0TT was built as number
312 in 2003 by the Exmoor Steam
Railway and is normally based on
the Evesham Vale Light Railway. A
second visitor graced this gala in
the form of NAOMI, a 12 ¼ inches
gauge loco but again built by Exmoor Steam Railway in Bratton
Fleming, Devon. This loco was an
0-6-2T, works number 312, built
in 2002 and is one of the three
locos working on the Exbury Gardens Railway in the New Forest and is
owned by Leopold de Rothschild. Another
12 ¼ inches gauge loco

visited in 2019, when ALBERT made the
long trip north from the Littlehampton
Railway. The loco is a diesel electric
4wDE, built by Craig Gluyas, Austin Moss
and Dave Madden at the Windmill Farm
Railway and was completed in 2016. In
the same year it was purchased

and delivered to the Littlehampton Railway. This year, Littlehampton provided
the tram engine DAISY and the
2-6-2T CHRISTOPHER re-built
by Tom Sanders. It is apparent
that the visitors have increased
in the last few years, and we
hope to see many more in the
years to come, both old friends
returning and others making
their first visit to this corner of
Gwynedd.

Erratum
Apologies to our friends from the Littlehampton Miniature Railway for a typo in the
2021 Gala Guide. The visiting engine CHRISTOPHER was, of course rebuilt by Tom
Sanders. Here at OFBTR we refer to these typos as Naomis – look back at your Gala
15

FRPS Fundraising

D

ue to Covid the last 18
months the Society has
very little opportunity to do
the normal fundraising. with
all events cancelled in 2020
including Easter Egg Hunt,
Gala, Halloween Train and Santa
Specials. This resulted in a significant
drop in the amount we were able to raise
at these events and therefore donate to
the Railway. However, due to Linda’s
mask making enterprise she was able to
raise enough funds to reduce the
shortfall. This year we have only been
able to fundraise at Barmouth ferry at The
Gala and August Bank Holiday, meanwhile
Graham has only attended 3 shows and
an appearance at the Gala and Bank
Holiday with the “Roadshow”.
The Committee have done their best in
the current circumstances to raise as
much money as possible for the Railway
and would like to thank all members who
have supported our fundraising projects
such as:
which all Society
members receive free are also sold at the
Gala to the public and this year we raised
£140 which we donated to the Railway
Society publish
and pay for the printing, which are then
donated to the Railway (Beddgelert Fund
this year) it is expected to raise
approximately £280 if all are sold. Details
of how you can buy the 2021 Christmas
Cards are on page 19.
raised £287.60 at
Barmouth Ferry during the Gala, selling a
wide range of hand crafted items, this
was donated to the Yeo Wheelset Appeal.
It was so successful that the stall was
again at Barmouth Ferry during the very
busy August bank holiday, but this time
with the addition of Linda’s animals, which
16

as always proved a very popular
attraction. In the three days a further
£137.22 was raised, plus £14.46 in bucket
donations, in total £439.46
this year we have had a
record number of 54 Members Join the
FRPS Prize Draw, so not only we have we
been able to increase the prize money,
but also the 50% proportion that goes to
the Railway has increased. This year Prize
Draw Members have raised a total of £648
for the Railway.
When
Graham takes his sales stand anywhere,
part of the stock belonging to the society,
for
example
the
donated
books/magazines, goodie bags, FRPS
Keyrings, and other items made by Linda
such as cushion covers and pull string
bags. Therefore, after each outing
Graham has to sit and work out how much
of the takings goes to the Society and
how much goes back to the Railway for
shop items sold. Fortunately, Graham is
very well organised and sales sheets are
filled in after every purchase. In total the
Society have benefited from a total of
£192.32 this doesn’t include sales of
Railway merchandise.

imPoRTanT noTiCe
Due to problems and confusion with the FRPS G-mail email accounts in the past,
we have decided to have just one email address for communications to the Society.
From now on please disregard all previous email addresses and use this new
address to contact the Chairman, Treasurer, Volunteer Coordinator, Membership
Secretary or for General Enquiries.
With this address we will be able to monitor any emails as they arrive and deal with
them immediately.
However, if you need to contact Graham Billington (Publicity Officer & OFBTR
Editor) or Linda Jones (FRPS Secretary) please continue to use their personal email
addresses to contact them direct, as shown on page 19.

frps@btinternet.com
Congratulations to the following FRPS Prize Draw Winners
1st N. Parkes

1st J. Ollerenshaw

1st H. Witney

2nd R. Holcombe

2nd G. Hitchman

2nd L. Jones

3rd

3rd

3rd I. Goodman

D. Osborn

M. Bourne

1st B. Kelsall

1st W. Smith

1st D. Holroyd

2nd

2nd N. Andrews

2nd S. Goodman

3rd

3rd D. Osborn

S. Goodman

3rd T. Parkes

L. Parker

t
An Idea for a Christmas presen
A membership box, containing Membership Card(s),
Christmas Card, welcome letter, OFBTR, constitution &
leaflets. Posted to you and already to wrap and give to a
family member or loved one.
If you would like to purchase a Membership Box,
please complete the enclosed application form with the
details of the new member(s) and return to given address
17

BEDDGELERT

T

and the cylinders are 6 inches
diameter. Working pressure
is 120psi. A 250 gallons water
tank is fitted and the loco is
fitted with Stephenson link
valve gear.
14 inches
diameter driving wheels and 8
inches
diameter
trailing
wheels make up the 0-6-4
wheel arrangement.
In February 1984 the loco was
delivered to Fairbourne. Here
it was re-named BEDDGELERT
and numbered 2 and the
engine entered service here at
Fairbourne in 1986, where it
quickly proved to be a favourite with the
drivers and the public. In 2002, Beddgelert
was withdrawn for overhaul emerging in a
new black livery with red lining on its return
to service in 2004. By the 2007 season,
Beddgelert was ready for another overhaul
and was relegated to spare engine status
while awaiting its turn in the workshops.
By 2008, the overhaul was due and
Beddgelert was duly taken out of service
for work to begin.
The loco was
dismantled for inspection when the railway
was plunged into a crisis. Following the
death of Tony Atkinson, the financial
problems that beset the railway precluded

his year’s Christmas card features
BEDDGELERT as did last year’s
It
reminds us that, although, this is the only
one of our steam locos out of service, it is
still very much part of our fleet. Its
importance is accentuated by the fact that
it is the only one of its kind since the
demise of the prototype long ago. The
prototype was an 0-6-4ST built by Hunslet
in 1878 as works number 206 for the North
Wales Narrow Gauge Railway, the
forerunner of the Welsh Highland. It ran
until it was withdrawn in 1906 and was
scrapped.
Our BEDDGELERT is a half scale model
of the original, built in 1979 as works
number 1279 when it left the
workshops of David Curwen in
Devizes.
Finished in NWNGR
maroon livery and lined in black it
was destined for the ill-fated
Reseau Guerledan Railway in
Brittany and named after its builder
DAVID CURWEN. Sadly, the line
closed before the loco was
delivered and it was diverted into
storage at Milner Engineering in
Chester. The loco’s 18 inches
Beddgelert in Maroon Livery
diameter boiler has some 41 tubes
18

Prototype Beddgelert Works Photo

any further work on BEDDGELERT and the
loco remained in the workshops in limbo.
In 2013, we opened our new museum and
the decision was taken to cosmetically
rebuild BEDDGELERT as the centre-piece
of the displays. This brought the loco back
into the public eye and a new role on the
railway. In 2018, we started an appeal for
funds to restore Beddgelert to steam and
in June of that year the loco left the
museum to visit the Ffestiniog Railway as
a static exhibit at the Hunslet 125 Gala.
Our loco was displayed at Minffordd but
did make one sortie onto Ffestiniog and
Welsh Highland metals, albeit on a flat
wagon!
BEDDGELERT was taken to
Beddgelert station on the WHR for a photo
opportunity. Since then, the loco has been

moved to the workshops for inspection and
has appeared as a static exhibit at our 2021
Gala, but was relegated in the list of
priorities when YEO suddenly required a
new set of wheels and the fundraising
focus had to be diverted temporarily.
Now that YEO has returned to active duty,
fundraising needs to be recommenced with
a view to restoring this unique locomotive
to steam. BEDDGELERT has languished
for fourteen years out of service so let’s
make a concerted effort to bring this
much-loved engine back to life. Details of
how to donate can be found at
www.fairbournerailway.com.
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In a new feature we will be publishing some of the best photos posted on the Railway’s Social
Media. In the issue, we are showcasing a photo by Catherine Beresford-Kemp of Kola the Station
cat and Tom Curtis (volenteer driver) photo of Russell both posted on The Fairbourne Railway
Group Facebook page
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FROM THE ARCHIVES

A

visitor with a difference in 1963 resulted in yet another dual gauge line at
Fairbourne. This time the extra rail was laid
for a gauge of 9 ½ inches. The Locomotive
came from an unusual line, a school railway.
The Downs School had been opened in
1900, but the Downs Light Railway began in
earnest in 1925. The engine GEORGE was
a partially completed loco from VB Burgoyne, from Bassett-Lowke castings and a
Henry Greenly design, which was finished
by RH Morse and sold to the DLR in 1941.
It was a 4-4-2 and cost the princely sum of
£50! It was based on a Great Northern
Railway Tender loco and was fitted with
Stephenson valve gear.
In the 1950s, Fairbourne Railway owner
John Wilkins took a keen interest in the DLR
and not only paid for a new boiler for
GEORGE but had the loco overhauled by the
apprentices at the Darlaston works. The
boiler had to be fitted at Fairbourne in 1963
and the steam test was performed on temporary dual gauge track alongside Beach Road.
The loco is pictured when it was an added attraction at the official naming ceremony for
the Fairbourne’s new loco SIAN in 1964. Further reading on the subject can be found
in Rails Through the Sands by WJ Milner and Don’t Stand up in the Tunnel by JIC Boyd,
both published by Rail Romances.
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Directory
, Ian Goodman 73 Glan-Y-Mor, Fairbourne, LL38
2LQ Tel: 07484316209
Linda Jones, Tynant,17, Abbey Lane, Southam,CV47 1HR. Tel:07977
517918 e-mail:
c/o Fairbourne Railway, Beach Road, Fairbourne,
Gwynedd, LL38 2EX e-mail:
Graham Billington, 18 Websters Lane, Great Sutton, Ellesmere Port,
CH66 2LH, tel: 0151 2005226 e-mail:
c/o Fairbourne Railway, Beach Road, Fairbourne,
Gwynedd, LL38 2EX e-mail:

Janet Mobley Barbara Frith: Barbara Goodman, Martyn Lavender,
Will Smith:
The North Wales Coast Light Railway Ltd. t/a Fairbourne Steam
Railway Ltd.

Website www.fairbournerailway.com
Permanent Staff: c/o Beach Road Fairbourne:
Railway Manager: Murray Dods
Engineer: Harry Billmore
Engineering Staff: Kevin Wyatt
FRPS e-mail: frps@btinternet.com
Fairbourne Railway Facebook Social Media
:
www.facebook.com/groups/1571554699835595
www.facebook.com/fairbourne.rail
(this is for photos and stories from the Railways
15 inch gauge era): www.facebook.com/groups/1724828364408250
We also have a Instergram Account: www.instagram.com/fairbourne.railway

One Foot Between The Rails is Published
By The Fairbourne Railway Preservation Society
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